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bstract

The present essay reviews a series of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies conducted in parallel in humans and awake monkeys,
oncentrating on the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). MR responses to a range of visual stimuli indicate that the human IPS contains more functional regions
long its anterior–posterior extent than are known in the monkey. Human IPS includes four motion sensitive regions, ventral IPS (VIPS), parieto-
ccipital IPS (POIPS), dorsal IPS medial (DIPSM) and dorsal IPS anterior (DIPSA), which are also sensitive to three-dimensional structure from
otion (3D SFM). On the other hand, the monkey IPS contains only one motion sensitive area (VIP), which is not particularly sensitive to 3D SFM.
he human IPS includes four regions sensitive to two-dimensional shape and three representations of central vision, while monkey IPS appears to

ontain only two shape sensitive regions and one central representation. These data support the hypothesis that monkey LIP corresponds to the region
f human IPS between DIPSM and POIPS and that a portion of the anterior part of human IPS is evolutionarily new. This additional cortical tissue
ay provide the capacity for an enhanced visual analysis of moving images necessary for sophisticated control of manipulation and tool handling.
2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The parietal cortex is a typical higher order multimodal cor-
ex, receiving visual, somatosensory and auditory signals. It
s generally believed that its main function is the transforma-
ion of sensory signals into motor signals. Parietal cortex is

uch expanded in humans compared to macaques: while the
verall cerebral cortex surface of humans amounts to 10 times
hat of the macaque, this ratio is at least twice as large for
he lower part of the parietal cortex, the inferior parietal lob-
le (IPL) (Orban, Van Essen, & Vanduffel, 2004; Van Essen,
004). The present review is restricted to the part of pari-

tal cortex devoted to vision, which is generally referred to
s posterior parietal cortex (PPC). With the advent of func-
ional imaging the human parietal cortex has received consid-
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rable attention. Motor tasks have been tested, in the earlier
ET studies (Faillenot, Toni, Decety, Gregoire, & Jeannerod,
997; Grafton, Fagg, Woods, & Arbib, 1996; Lacquaniti et al.,
997; Petit et al., 1993; Pierrot-Deseilligny, Rivaud, Gaymard,

Agid, 1991; Rizzolatti et al., 1996) but also in the more
ecent fMRI studies (e.g. Astafiev et al., 2003; Binkofski et
l., 1999; Connolly, Andersen, & Goodale, 2003; Muri, Iba-
izen, Derosier, Cabanis, & Pierrot-Deseilligny, 1996; Petit &
axby, 1999). Most fMRI studies of PPC, however, have focused
n cognitive tasks, or on passive sensory stimulation and sim-
le discriminations (Claeys et al., 2004; Shikata et al., 2001;
hulman et al., 1999). This profusion of studies has revealed

hat parietal cortex is involved in a surprisingly large series
f cognitive functions including motor planning, spatial and
ther types of attention, visual and non-visual working mem-

ry, spatial representation and coordinate transformation, mental
otation, task relevant processing, calculation and even aspects
f long term memory and language (Shannon & Buckner, 2004;
imon, Mangin, Cohen, Le Bihan, & Dehaene, 2002; for review
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ehrmann, Geng, & Shomstein, 2004; Culham & Kanwisher,
001).

Even if one considers the function that has been most explored
n the IPS, attention, progress has nonetheless been rather slow.

oreover, most results are simply reported in extremely coarse
natomical terms, e.g. anterior versus posterior intraparietal sul-
us (IPS), SPL versus IPL. Recently, it has become clear that
ifferent parietal regions may be involved in the automatic attrac-
ion of attention and its voluntary control (Behrmann et al.,
004; Corbetta, Kincade, Ollinger, McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000;
orbetta, Kincade, & Shulman, 2002), or in shifting and main-

aining spatial attention (Vandenberghe, Gitelman, Parrish, &
esulam, 2001; Yantis et al., 2002). Finally a series of studies

Corbetta et al., 1998; Beauchamp, Petit, Ellmore, Ingeholm, &
axby, 2001; Perry & Zeki, 2000; Vandenberghe et al., 2001)
ave underscored the similarity of the regions involved in covert
nd overt shift in attention, in agreement with the influential pre-
otor theory of attention (Rizzolatti, Riggio, Dascola, & Umilta,

987).
In contrast to human parietal cortex, which is still poorly

nderstood, that of the macaque is known to contain a restricted
umber of cortical areas. In particular, the lateral intraparietal
LIP) region (Andersen, Bracewell, Barash, Gnadt, & Fogassi,
990) and the posterior reach region (PRR), including V6A
nd the medial intraparietal (MIP) region, have been a focus
f single cell investigations (Andersen & Buneo, 2002; Batista

Andersen, 2001; Fattori, Gamberini, Kutz, & Galletti, 2001;
erraina, Pare, & Wurtz, 2002). Although the exact parcellation
f monkey PPC and the precise limits of most areas are still
n debate (Van Essen, 2004), a coherent picture of the sensori-

otor and related cognitive functions implemented by the PPC,
s beginning to emerge (for reviews Andersen & Buneo, 2002;
old and Shadlen, 2003; Rizzolatti & Luppino, 2001). A brief,

peculative, but thought-provoking description goes as follows.
n general, the parietal cortex uses sensory inputs to plan one or
series of actions, when the goal and the task have already been
ecided (by other regions). To that end the PPC needs to deploy
series of capabilities. We speculate that during the course of

volution these capabilities have adapted to operate across a
ange of behavioral conditions other than strict sensory-motor
ontrol, thereby becoming more autonomous and giving rise to
he many cognitive functions in which the human PPC appears
o be involved.

First, neuronal populations within the PPC must receive the
ppropriate external signals to operate upon and keep track of
he behavioral goal and task (decided by other regions), hence
he PPC’s role in the control of selection or attention and the
ask related processing (Assad, 2003; Gottlieb, 2002). Second,
he PPC has to process the appropriate features of the sen-
ory signals. For simple motor acts, like reaching or making
accades, position may be sufficient. However, it will be impor-
ant to represent space in the appropriate coordinate system
eye-centered, head-centered, etc.), hence the functions of spa-

ial representation and coordinate transformations (Andersen

Buneo, 2002). For other actions, e.g. pursuit and catching,
he derivative of position over time, i.e. motion, will be critical
Churchland & Lisberger, 2005; Claeys, Lindsey, De Schutter,

t
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a
t
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Orban, 2003; Indovina et al., 2005). For still other actions,
uch as grasping, manipulation, tool use, more complex sensory
eatures such as orientation in space, size, 2D and 3D shape
ill be important (Goodale & Milner, 1992; Iriki, Tanaka, &

wamura, 1996; Murata, Gallese, Luppino, Kaseda, & Sakata,
000; Sakata, Taira, Murata, & Mine, 1995; Sereno & Maunsell,
998; Vanduffel et al., 2002). Third, to decide among choices,
rior probabilities and their value or utility will have to be inte-
rated (Platt & Glimcher, 1999; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001;
ugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2005), hence the decision pro-
essing in the PPC. This integration usually develops over time,
ence the delay activity, that may underlie working memory
nd temporal processing in the PPC (Cornette, Dupont, Salmon,

Orban, 2001; Janssen & Shadlen, 2005; Smith & Jonides,
999). Fourth, a number of actions will require coordinating the
ovements of different body parts, e.g. eyes and head, eyes and

and or both hands, hence the eye-hand and other coordination
unctions (Andersen & Buneo, 2002; Committeri et al., 2004;
uttemans, Wenderoth, & Swinnen, 2005; Vidal, Amorim, &
erthoz, 2004). Finally, in many instances a series of actions
ill be required, calling for integration of the successive actions

Fogassi et al., 2005) and the evaluation of the result from
he previous action by integration of visual and haptic signals,
ence the action planning and multimodal integration (Grefkes,
eiss, Zilles, & Fink, 2002; Johansson, Westling, Bäckström, &

lanagan, 2001). Thus the sensory control of action has required
he development of a number of computational competences that

ay have been applied in other behavioral contexts, evolving to
ield the complexity of cognitive functions in which the human
PC participates.

The success of single cell studies have prompted many
esearchers to call for integration of human functional imaging
Culham & Kanwisher, 2001; Glimcher, 2003; Treue, 2003) with
he single cell studies in the monkey. This however requires that
wo issues be resolved: the relationship between fMRI and neu-
onal signals (Logothetis, Pauls, Augath, Trinath, & Oeltermann,
001) and the homologies between cortical areas in the two
pecies (Kaas, 2002; Krubitzer & Kahn, 2003; Sereno & Tootell
005) need to be established. Both problems can be significantly
dvanced (Orban, 2002) by the use of fMRI in the awake monkey
Vanduffel et al., 2001). To address neuronal operations in higher
rder cortex such as PPC, it is essential that the monkey sub-
ects are awake. Indeed anesthesia severely depresses neuronal
ctivity in higher order cortex. Therefore, one aim is to review
series of awake monkey fMRI studies which relate to parietal
ortex (Denys et al., 2004a,b; Koyama et al., 2004; Sawamura,
eorgieva, Vogels, Vanduffel, & Orban, 2005; Tsao et al., 2003;
anduffel et al., 2001, 2002). It is, however, highly unlikely

hat all human areas will turn out to have a monkey counter-
art. Indeed it would imply that individual cortical areas, like
he overall cortical surface, are 10 times larger in humans than in

onkeys. This is not an attractive proposal, given the limitations
f connection lengths and hence optimal area size. One thus faces

he limitations of the monkey model (Behrmann et al., 2004).
ut even within these restrictions, the parallel study of human
nd monkey cortex should be extremely beneficial. Charting
he homologous areas will provide the beginnings of a map (a
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rotomap) of human PPC allowing imaging results to be reported
n a much more detailed and meaningful way. Furthermore, these
omologous areas can act as seeds for understanding neighbor-
ng, newly emerged cortex in humans. Indeed for homologous
reas, the knowledge derived from single cell studies provides
mechanistic description of the neuronal function localized
ith the fMRI. This knowledge of neuronal operations can then
e extrapolated to evolutionary new cortex, which, presumably
nhances and transforms the processing performed in the more
asic, homologous regions, with the fMRI indicating the nature
f this transformation. Thus a second aim of the review is to fur-
her investigate those human functional regions that appeared
uite different from their monkey counterparts in our first direct
nter-species comparisons in the realm of motion and 3D struc-
ure from motion processing (Orban et al., 2003; Vanduffel et
l., 2002). In the discussion we will attempt a first outline of
human PPC map, distinguishing evolutionarily old from new

reas.

. Methods

The detailed description of the methods is given in the original papers
Denys et al., 2004a; Fize et al., 2003; Orban, Sunaert, Todd, Van Hecke, &

archal, 1999; Peuskens et al., 2004; Sawamura et al., 2005; Sunaert, Van
ecke, Marchal, & Orban, 1999; Vanduffel et al., 2001, 2002). Here we only
rovide a brief summary.

.1. Subjects

All human subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and no history
f neurological or psychiatric disease, and were drug free. The studies were
pproved by the Ethical Committee of the K.U.Leuven Medical School, and
ubjects gave their written informed consent, in accordance with the Helsinki
eclaration. Human subjects viewed the stimuli through a mirror tilted at 45◦ that
as attached to the head coil. Subjects were immobilized using an individually
olded bite-bar. They were instructed to maintain fixation on a small red target in

he center of the screen. Fixation was monitored during all the experiments using
MR-compatible infrared eye movement tracking device (Ober 2, Permobil
editech AB, Timra, Sweden).

Six male rhesus monkeys (M1, M3-5, M7, M11, Macaca mulatta) also
erved as subjects. All animal care and experimental procedures met the national
nd European guidelines and were approved by the ethical committee of the
.U.Leuven medical school. The details of the surgical procedures, training of
onkeys, image acquisition, eye monitoring and statistical analysis of monkeys

cans have been described previously (Denys et al., 2004a; Fize et al., 2003;
anduffel et al., 2001). The monkey subjects sat in a sphinx position in a plastic
onkey chair directly facing the screen. During training they were required to
aintain fixation within a 2◦ × 2◦ window centered on a red mark in the middle

f the screen. Eye position was monitored through the pupil position and corneal
eflection (RK-726PCI, Iscan, Cambridge, MA).

Before each monkey scanning session, a contrast agent, monocrystalline iron
xide nanoparticle (MION), was injected into the femoral or external saphenous
ein (4–11 mg/kg). While blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) mea-
urements used in humans depend on three hemodynamic variables (blood flow,
lood volume and oxygenation level), MION measurements depend only on
lood volume. For the sake of clarity, the polarity of the MION MR signal
hanges, which are opposite to those of BOLD measurements, were inverted.
.2. Stimuli and tasks

Stimuli were projected by means of a liquid crystal display (LCD) projec-
or (Barco Reality 6300, spatial resolutions ranging from 640 × 480 pixels to
280 × 1024 in the human experiments, and 1024 × 768 pixels in monkey exper-
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ments, at 60 Hz) onto a translucent screen, positioned in the bore of the magnet
t 28 cm from the human subjects’ eyes (54 cm for monkeys). The experiments
sed block designs with the presentation order of the conditions randomized
etween different time series.

The stimuli were intended to probe basic visual processing such as that
f motion and shape (both two- and three-dimensional), which are impor-
ant parameters for visual control of body movements. Motion sensitivity was
evealed by contrasting a moving with a static random texture pattern (RTP,
× 3 minarc pixels 50% density, 6◦/s, 8 random directions, 7◦ diameter, Sunaert
t al., 1999). In experiments described here the diameter and position of the
TP were manipulated. Similar tests using an RTP (0.075◦ dots, 14◦ diameter)
ere also performed on the monkeys, as described in Denys et al. (2004a) and
anduffel et al. (2001). Recently the motion localizer has been replaced by a
peed test in which 5 speeds of motion (1, 2, 4, 8 and 16◦/s) were presented.
he sensitivity to 3D structure from motion (3D SFM) was studied (see website:
ttp://www.kuleuven.be/neuro) with random line displays in humans (Orban et
l., 1999; Vanduffel et al., 2002) and in monkeys (Vanduffel et al., 2002, present
xperiments). In subsequent human studies random line and random dot dis-
lays were used (present experiments) as well as randomly deformed spherical
bjects (Peuskens et al., 2004).

To map shape sensitive regions in both species, we (Denys et al., 2004a)
sed grayscale images and drawings (12 × 12 visual degrees) of familiar and
on-familiar objects as well as scrambled versions of each set, which were
xact copies of those used by Kourtzi and Kanwisher (2000). In addition, we
sed smaller shape stimuli in the Sawamura et al. (2005) study. These stimuli
ere gamma-corrected, grayscale images of isolated, mostly man-made objects

average about 4.6◦ × 4.6◦) and phase scrambled versions of these images. In the
onkeys and a number of human subjects, retinotopic organization was charted

s described in Fize et al. (2003) and Denys et al. (2004a).
Unless stated otherwise, experiments were performed under conditions of

assive fixation. Human and monkey subjects made few saccades during scan-
ing and the number of saccades did not differ significantly among conditions.

In a number of studies human and monkey subjects performed a high acuity
ask (Vanduffel et al., 2001) while being scanned in the experiments. They were
equired to interrupt an infrared beam with one hand (monkeys) or the index
nger (humans) when a small green bar, presented in the center of the screen,
hanged orientation from horizontal to vertical. In most control experiments the
ar size was adjusted in such a way that performance levels were high, averaging
0% correct or better in both species. Recently (Sawamura et al., 2005), in
rder to demonstrate that attention could be controlled by this paradigm, we
ystematized our informal observations that bar size allowed us to control the
ifficulty of the acuity task and hence the attention subjects were allocating
o the central bar. We were able to show that performance level, in terms of
ercent correct detection, decreased significantly with decreasing bar size in both
pecies, while reaction times increased significantly with decreasing bar size.
hese data allowed us to select a bar size for scanning for which performance
ould be a sensitive indicator of the subjects’ attentional state.

.3. Data collection and analysis

The data were collected with 1.5 T (Siemens, Sonata) MR scanner.
ach functional volume consisted of gradient-echoplanar whole brain images
R = 3.01 s in humans (2.4 s in monkey); TE 50 ms in humans (27 ms in mon-
eys), flip angle 90◦, 64 × 64 matrix, 32 sagittal slices (3 mm × 3 mm × 4.5 mm
n humans, 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm in monkeys). In the most recent human exper-
ments, we used a 3 T (Philips Intera) MR scanner. Gradient-echoplanar whole
rain images were acquired every 3 s (TR = 3000 ms), 64 × 64 matrix, slice
hickness 2.5 mm, 50 transverse slices, flip angle 90◦. For each subject a high-
esolution (1 mm3) anatomical image (3D-MPRAGE) was acquired.

Human data were analyzed with SPM99 software (Wellcome Department of
ognitive Neurology, London, UK). Preprocessing steps included realignment,
o-registration of the anatomical images to the functional scans, and spatial
ormalization into a standard space. The functional volumes were subsampled to

mm × 3 mm × 3 mm for the group and 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm for single subject
nalysis and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (full width at half height
FWHH) for group analysis: 8 mm; for single subject analysis: 6 mm) prior to
tatistical analysis. Group data were analyzed with fixed or random effects.
ingle subject analyses were performed for the comparisons across tasks.

http://www.kuleuven.be/neuro
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Monkey data, restricted to runs in which monkeys fixated for more than 85%
f the time, were analyzed using the SPM 99 and Match software (Chef d’Hotel,
ermosillo, & Faugeras, 2002). In these analyses eye movement parameters and

ealignment parameters were included as covariates of no interest to reduce eye
ovement and brain motion artifacts. The monkey functional volumes were

ealigned and non-rigidly co-registered with the anatomy of M3 as a template
n both the group and single subject analyses using a customized volume-based
egistration algorithm, implemented in the Match software (Chef d’Hotel et al.,
002). In all studies published so far M3′s brain was used as template, but in the
ore recent analyses we have used the brain of M12 as template, because it has

een scanned at higher spatial resolution (0.04 mm3). The monkey functional
olumes were then subsampled to 1 mm3 and smoothed with an isotropic Gaus-
ian kernel (FWHH 1.5 mm). Each stimulus epoch was represented as a box-car
odel convoluted by the MION response function as defined by Vanduffel et al.

2001) and Leite et al. (2002). As in humans fixed effects group analyses and
ingle subject analyses were performed.

The threshold of T-score maps was set at P < 0.05 corrected for multiple
omparisons in fixed effects analysis and at P < 0.0001 uncorrected for multiple
omparisons for the random effects analysis. In the single subjects, threshold was
et at P < 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons in humans and P < 0.05
orrected in monkeys. T-score maps were projected onto the flattened cortical
econstruction (at the level of layer 4) of human brains or the brain of monkey

3 (M12) using the Freesurfer software.

. Results

.1. Four motion sensitive regions in human PPC:
unctional properties
We established that human IPS contains four motion sensitive
egions (Orban et al., 2003; Sunaert et al., 1999). Their locations
re shown on the flatmap of a single human subject in Fig. 1A.

t
f
C
w

ig. 1. Flatmaps of the occipital part of human right cerebral hemisphere with statis
egions: VIPS, POIPS, DIPSM and DIPSA and their shape sensitive counterparts (PO
orrected, single subject) more active when a human views 3D shape from motion
lotting voxels significantly more active when subjects (n = 16) view intact compared
ignificantly more active when subjects (n = 6) view intact compared to phase scramb
han those in B (from Sawamura et al. (2005)). In (A) solid and stippled white lines

otion sensitive regions; in (B) and (C) white solid and stippled lines indicate motion
ensitive regions and asterisks in (C) those of shape sensitive regions V3A to DIPSAs
oS or CollS: collateral sulcus, OTS: occipito-temporal sulcus, ITS: inferior tempor

ulcus, IPS: intraparietal sulcus, POS: parieto-occipital sulcus, TOS: transverse occip
ogia 44 (2006) 2647–2667

he most posterior of these, the ventral IPS (VIPS) region, is
ocated in the occipital part of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), just
orsal to hV3A. The second is located at the confluence of the
ccipital and parietal parts of the IPS with the parieto-occipital
ulcus (POS) and hence is referred to as parieto-occipital IPS
POIPS) region. The third and fourth motion sensitive regions
re located in the parietal or horizontal segment of IPS and thus
ore dorsally in the brain, hence they are referred to as dorsal IPS
edial and anterior (DIPSM and DIPSA), with DIPSA located

nterior in the IPS near the junction with the post-central sulcus.
hese studies also have shown that responses to flicker (pure

emporal change rather than spatio-temporal change typical of
otion) gradually decreased along the IPS, being absent in the
ost dorsal regions (Braddick, O’Brien, Wattam-Bell, Atkinson,
Turner, 2000; Claeys et al., 2003). VIPS is likely similar to

hat Shulman et al. (1999) refer to as vIPS and Silver, Ress,
nd Heeger (2005) as IPS1. It may also correspond to IPTO
f Wojciulik and Kanwisher (1999). DIPSM is close to what
hulman et al. (1999) and Corbetta et al. (2000) refer to as aIPS
nd Wojciulik and Kanwisher (1999) as AIPS. Unfortunately
hat is designated as anterior in the IPS can vary widely amongst

tudies. It is noteworthy that in our original study (Sunaert et
l., 1999) we described two motion sensitive regions, dorsal
PS medial and lateral (DIPSM and DIPSL), the former slightly
ore medial and posterior than the latter. Subsequently we found
his distinction difficult to maintain given the resolution of the
MRI. However, several other studies, e.g. Shulman et al. (1999),
orbetta et al. (2000, 2002) make a similar distinction between
hat they refer as posterior and anterior IPS.

tical parametric maps (SPMs) indicating the four human motion sensitive IPS
IPSs, DIPSMs and DIPSAs). (A) SPMs plotting voxels significantly (P < 0.05
displays compared to 2D controls (from Vanduffel et al. (2002)); (B) SPMs
to scrambled shapes (from Denys et al. (2004a,b)); (C) SPMs plotting voxels

led shapes, smaller stimuli and taken from a different database (see Section 2)
indicate horizontal and vertical meridians respectively and black stippled lines
sensitivity at two threshold levels. In (B), letters label local maxima of motion

. In (A)–(C), sulci are indicated by green abbreviations: CAS: calcarine sulcus,
al sulcus, STS: superior temporal sulcus, LaS: lateral sulcus, PCS: postcentral
ital sulcus.
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The coordinates in Talairach space of these four motion sen-
itive regions are indicated in the 2003 review (Orban et al.,
003, see also Claeys et al., 2003). The distance between these
egions is on the order of 15–20 mm. A recent cytoarchitectonic
tudy of human IPS (Choi et al., in press) indicates that the dis-
ance between two neighboring regions IPS regions (hIP1 and
IP2) is of the same order of magnitude. Hence we interpret
hese four motion sensitive regions as indicating the presence
f four different cortical areas processing motion information.
uch of the remainder of this review then attempts to address

hree questions raised by this interpretation: (1) is there addi-
ional evidence supporting the definition of four cortical areas
n human IPS, (2) why does the human brain include four such
egions and (3) what is the possible relationship of these regions
o monkey IPS areas such as LIP or VIP.

Additional evidence indicating that the two dorsal motion
ensitive regions, DIPSM and DIPSA, are situated further along
he motion processing chain compared to VIPS and POIPS,
as obtained in a recent study contrasting first- and second-
rder motion to higher order, saliency driven motion (Claeys
t al., 2003). The former but not the latter two regions were
nresponsive to flickering dots and to invisible motion signals
isoluminant–isosalient moving grating stimuli). This confirms
he importance of testing not just non-motion stimuli evoking
otion perception (Enigma, Zeki, Watson, & Frackowiak, 1993)
ut also dynamic stimuli that do not evoke motion perception in
rder to identify cortical regions involved in motion perception.
he study by Claeys et al. (2003) also indicated that all four
otion sensitive IPS regions were in fact lower order motion

egions in the sense of being driven by motion energy. One region
ocated in the IPL was found to be specifically devoted to the
rocessing of saliency-based higher order motion (Claeys et al.,
003). In contrast, attentive tracking, such as tracking multiple
alls, simply increases activity in the lower order IPS regions
Culham et al., 1998). More recently these authors have differen-
iated between an anterior IPS region sensitive to the load in the
racking task and a more posterior region activated by the task
ndependently of the load (Culham, Cavanagh, & Kanwisher,
001). Unfortunately anatomical localization was only coarsely
eported so that the relationship with the four motion sensitive
PS regions is hard to establish.

.2. Human IPS: further observations on 3D SFM

A first pair of studies (Orban et al., 1999; Vanduffel et al.,
002) addressing the extraction of three-dimensional structure
rom motion (3D SFM) revealed that the four motion sensitive
egions of human IPS are also sensitive to 3D SFM. This is part of
n ongoing program to chart in both species the regions involved
n extracting 3D structure from the four visual cues: stereo,

otion, texture and shading. The 3D structure of objects and the
D layout of the environment are important visual information
or controlling body movements such as grasping or locomo-

ion. Since the first studies suggested that 3D SFM might help
nswering the questions raised above, we have performed sev-
ral follow-up studies. For example, Orban et al. (1999) crossed
igidity of motion and dimensionality of shape (3D versus 2D
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hape) as factors of a factorial design using random line stim-
li. In a second study, reported here, we crossed dimensionality
f shape with transparency using both random line and ran-
om dot stimuli, which are commonly used in single cell studies
Bradley, Chang, & Andersen, 1998; Dodd, Krug, Cumming, &
arker, 2001). The experimental design included eight main con-
itions, in which opaque or transparent patterns of dots or lines
nderwent 2D translation or 3D rotation in all possible com-
inations. Control conditions involved static and (in the plane)
otating lines, static and scrambled moving dots (opaque and
ransparent) and fixation only. The displays were designed so
hat the average image plane velocities, and line lengths would
e approximately equal in all of the conditions.

The main effect of dimensionality (3D–2D shape) was signifi-
ant (P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons) in hMT/V5+
nd in posterior ITG of the right hemisphere. Restricting the
ffect of dimensionality (3D–2D shape) to opaque surfaces
ielded a significant activation in right DIPSA, restricting it to
andom dot surfaces revealed a significant activation in mid-OTS
Fig. 2).

In addition to this unrestricted spatial analysis we probed
he 15 regions defined in the initial experiment (Orban et al.,
999) for the main effect of dimensionality (3D–2D shape),
he single effects of dimensionality for opaque and transpar-
nt surfaces separately (but pooled over lines and dots) and the
ffect of dimensionality for opaque dot surfaces (Table 1). The
ain effect of dimensionality was significant in MT/V5+, mid-
TS, DIPSA and DIPSM. In all regions, except mid-OTS, the
ffect of dimensionality was much stronger for opaque than
ransparent surfaces, the interaction reaching significance in

T/V5 and DIPSA. Thus this study indicates that the pari-
tal regions strongly favor opaque surfaces, while the ventral
id-OTS operates equally on the opaque and transparent sur-

aces. It also further differentiates the four IPS motion regions:
1) the two dorsal ones (DIPSM and DIPSA) are much more
nvolved with 3D SFM than the two ventral ones; (2) the

ost ventral one, VIPS, favors dots over lines, with the most
nterior one, DIPSA, favors lines over dots, the two interme-
iate regions falling somewhere between. These results not
nly generalize our initial report (Orban et al., 1999), but
lso suggest that the differences with other studies can be
argely attributed to differences in the stimuli (which are often
eglected). Indeed the VIPS and POIPS regions, significantly
ctivated by opaque dot surfaces, are located near the occipito-
ccipital junction, where Paradis et al. (2000), using opaque dots
urfaces and a scrambled control, obtained significant effects of
D SFM.

The present experiment and the earlier experiments (Orban et
l., 1999; Vanduffel et al., 2002), in which the subject remained
assive with respect to the stimuli, amply demonstrate the
nvolvement of the four IPS motion regions in extracting 3D
FM. However, in these passive experiments the 3D displays
ecessarily included a 3D motion aspect in addition to the 3D

hape from motion aspect. To disentangle these two aspects we
erformed an active experiment (Peuskens et al., 2004), in which
ubjects made judgments about 3D shape, 3D motion and tex-
ure of the surface, in addition to dimming detection control
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Fig. 2. 3D SFM transparency study. (A) line and dot displays that undergo 3D rotation or 2D translation. The nine random (position and orientation) lines and 720
random (position) dots (life time 30 frames) moved at 3◦/s in a circular aperture (9.9 diameter) in the center of the display. Lines (average projected length 4.5◦) were
constrained to lie on the faces of a randomly oriented cube centered in the aperture. Dots were constrained to lie on the surface of a sphere of the same diameter as the
aperture. Lines and dots either rotated in depth around a vertical axis or translated in the plane. Open circles and stippled lines indicated lines and dots located on the
back of the 3D object and moved in the opposite direction with respect to those on the front of the object. (B)–(D) activity profiles of h MT/V5+ (B), DIPSA (C) and
mid-OTS (D) in right hemisphere: the % MR signal change (group of six subjects) compared to fixation is plotted for the 14 conditions analyzed. Red/orange bars
indicate line surfaces, green bars dot surfaces; opaque conditions are in red and dark green, transparent ones in orange and light green. Sta: stationary, fix: fixation,
RLR random lines rotating in the image plane, DSSO and DSST: dot surfaces scrambled (vertical positions of dot trajectories) opaque and transparent (appear as a
cloud of dots randomly distributed in a volume). Vertical bars indicate S.E.M.

Table 1
Group analysis main effects for 7 of the 15 activation sites of Orban et al. (1999)

Region Coordinatesa Main effect Single effects Other subtractions

x y z 3D–2Db 3D–2D opaque 3D–2D trans 3D–2D dots (opaque) 3D–Scr D (opaque)

R hMT/V5+ 52 −62 −2 5.63 5.12 2.86c 3.04 1.42
R V3A 30 −86 18 2.27 2.93 0.28 2.09 1.64
R VIPS 28 −80 36 2.30 2.66 0.59 2.84 2.96
R POIPS 22 −82 38 1.21 1.80 −0.08 1.75 2.86
R DIPSM 30 −50 70 3.66 4.05 1.13 2.88 1.36
R DIPSA 32 −46 70 3.12 4.48 −0.09c 2.53 1.21
R mid-OTS 50 −62 −16 3.81 2.97 2.42 3.17 2.92

a Obtained by searching the (3 × 3) main effect 3D–2D.
b Bold z > 2.72 (P < 0.05 corrected for 15 comparisons).
c Significant interaction.
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Fig. 3. Motion sensitive region in monkey IPS. (A) SPMs plotting voxels significantly (P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons) more active when monkeys
(M1, M4, M5) as a group view translating random textured patterns compared to their static counterpart, superimposed on coronal and horizontal sections at level
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ndicated. (B) Activity profiles plotting % MR signal change compared to static
oxels neighboring the local maxima in (A). (C) SPM plotting voxels significant
◦, single subject M1), superimposed on coronal, sagittal and horizontal section

asks. Critically, the visual input was the same in all conditions,
nly the task given to the subjects differed. This experiment
evealed two IPS regions, both in the dorsal segment, that were
nvolved in 3D shape judgments more than in the other tasks.
he more posterior of the two included DIPSM, the more ante-

ior one was located in front of DIPSA, but extended caudally
nto DIPSA. While the posterior region was involved only in
D shape judgments, the anterior one was also involved in 3D
otion judgments. This latter region was located near the puta-

ive homologue of monkey AIP (Binkofski et al., 1999; Grefkes
t al., 2002). This is consistent with the observation that for
rasping moving objects, both the 3D shape and trajectory in
pace are important visual parameters.

.3. Monkey IPS: further observations on motion sensitivity

In the initial study (Vanduffel et al., 2001), a single motion
ensitive region was mapped in the monkey IPS using translat-
ng random dots: VIP. This result was confirmed in the present
tudy by testing translating random dots over a range of speeds
1–16◦/s). Contrasting all five motion conditions to a station-
ry dot control yielded a single significant activation site cor-
esponding to the earlier defined VIP region. This was true
Fig. 3A) for the group analysis of all three monkeys (M1, M4
nd M5), and in each individual subject, as illustrated for M1 in
ig. 3C and for M5 in Fig. 4. In monkey M1 the motion acti-
ation was closer to the fundus of the sulcus (see also Fig. 2

n Vanduffel et al. (2001)) than in monkey M5. Thus in some

onkeys the motion activation may include part of LIPv (Lewis
Van Essen 2000). The activity profile plotting the % change

n MR signal compared to fixation for the different conditions
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line for five speeds in left (blue) and right (purple) VIP, identified as the seven
re active for moving (16 s−1) than stationary random texture patterns (diameter
vels indicated.

ndicates that MR activity increases monotonically with speed
p to the maximum (Fig. 3B). Thus the present study confirmed
he important difference between human and macaque IPS with
espect to motion sensitivity (Orban et al., 2003). It also suggests
hat the VIP defined here on the basis of its motion sensitivity, as
ssessed by fMRI, may be more restrictive, and more localized
n the lateral bank than the definition used in single cell studies
hich includes criteria of multimodality (Bremmer, Duhamel,
en Hamed, & Graf, 2002a; Bremmer, Klam, Duhamel, Ben
amed, & Graf, 2002b).
A further difference between these human and monkey IPS

egions was revealed by the testing of 3D SFM. In the Vanduffel
t al. (2002) study we tested three monkeys (M1, M3 and M4)
sing random lines angled 90◦ with respect to each other, as
escribed in the last control experiment of Orban et al. (1999).
wo of these monkeys (M1, M3) and two additional ones (M5
nd M11) were subsequently tested with a slightly different ran-
om line pattern in which the angles between the lines could
ave any value, as in the main experiment of Orban et al. (1999).
his subsequent testing failed to reveal any significant activa-

ion in the subtraction 3D–2D shape in monkeys M1 and M3,
n agreement with the earlier report of Vanduffel et al. (2002).
he two other monkeys, however, exhibited two significant acti-
ation sites in the lateral bank of the IPS (Fig. 4): one anterior,
lightly more dorsal and rostral than VIP, and the other 7 mm
ore posterior. The relationship of these two activation sites to
IP identified by its motion sensitivity and to LIP and pIPS, as
dentified by their shape sensitivity (Denys et al., 2004a) is illus-
rated for monkey M5 in Fig. 4. The anterior 3D SFM activation
ite is located dorsally with respect to VIP, more clearly so on
he coronal sections (top) than on the flatmaps (bottom), which
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Fig. 4. 3D SFM sensitive regions in monkey M5 compared to motion sensitive region VIP and shape sensitive regions LIP and pIPS. SPMs plotting voxels significantly
(P < 0.05 corrected) more active in the contrasts indicated by the color label of frames (see inset) superimposed on coronal sections (A) and on flat maps of left IPS
(B). (C) schematic left IPS with outline of activated regions (redrawn from B) and local maxima (same color conventions as in A and B). In (B) arrow points to VIP
defined by its motion activation. In (C) stippled lines indicate edges of IPS, underestimated by the curvature measure used to identify sulci in Freesurfer, L and M
l IPS, t
i (A) th
F

c
l
s
E
t

ateral and medial banks of IPS. The posterior 3D SFM region overlaps with p
tself is lateral (dorsal) from VIP. Notice that overlap is smaller on the sections
or overlap between LIP and VIP see also Fig. 9 in Denys et al. (2004a,b).

ontain a fair amount of distortion. This anterior site was also

ocated somewhat more dorsal than LIP (defined by its shape
ensitivity), and might correspond to LIPd of Lewis and Van
ssen (2000). The posterior site overlapped with pIPS, which in

his monkey also responded weakly to motion.

T
h
m
c

he anterior one is slightly lateral (on flatmap, dorsal in brain) from LIP, which
an on the flatmaps (B and C) which include deformation of the cortical sheet.

Despite this variability between monkeys (see also Tsao &

ootell, 2004, and Tsao et al., 2003), the new results reported
ere amply confirm our initial observation that human IPS is
uch more engaged by motion processing than is its monkey

ounterpart. Simple translating stimuli activate four human IPS
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Fig. 5. Central and peripheral motion processing in humans. (A) Stimulus configuration in experiment 1: RTP was positioned either centrally or 5◦ into left and
right visual field (red dot indicates fixation point). (B and C) Statistical parametric maps (SPMs) showing voxels (FWHH for group, 6 mm and for single subjects,
3 mm) significant (yellow: P < 0.0001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons, corresponding to a false discovery rate of less than 5% false positives; red: P < 0.001
uncorrected) in the group random-effects analysis (experiment 1, n = 16) for the subtraction moving minus stationary conditions for the centrally (B) and peripherally
(right visual field) (C) positioned stimulus, rendered on the posterior and superior views of the standard human brain. Further statistical testing revealed that he
interaction between type of stimulus (motion, stationary) and location (center, periphery) was significant (random effects analysis) in DIPSA (Z = 3.12, P < 0.001
uncorrected and Z = 3.58, P < 0.001 uncorrected for right and left, respectively), DIPSM (Z = 3.58, P < 0.001 uncorrected and Z = 4.35, P < 0.0001 uncorrected for
right and left, respectively) and weakly in POIPS (Z = 2.69, P < 0.01 uncorrected and Z = 2.24, P < 0.01 uncorrected for right and left, respectively). (D) Overlap
of voxels (p < 0.001 uncorrected; yellow) in the group random-effects analysis for the subtraction moving minus stationary conditions for the centrally (red) and
peripherally (right and left visual field; green) positioned stimulus (experiment 1), rendered on the posterior and superior views of the standard human brain. (E)
Stimulus configuration in experiment 2: RTP was positioned centrally or at 5◦ eccentricity on upper or lower vertical or horizontal meridian. (F–I) SPMs showing
voxels significant (P < 0.05 corrected) in experiment 2 (n = 3) for the subtraction moving minus stationary conditions for the stimuli positioned in the central visual
field (F, red), peripherally left and right on the horizontal meridian (G, green), and on the lower (H, blue) and upper vertical meridian (I, white), rendered on the
superior view of the standard human brain (posterior part). (J) SPM showing voxels that are active only in the central condition (obtained by exclusive masking of
the subtraction in F with those in G–I). The opposite procedure, subtractions (G)–(I) masked by that in (F), yielded no active voxels. R, right; L, left; VF, visual field.
White and yellow numbers in A and E indicate eccentricity and diameter (diameter), respectively. Numbers in (B)–(D) correspond to the activation sites listed in
Table 2.
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egions compared to the single VIP region in the monkey. The
ame four human IPS regions are also activated by 3D SFM stim-
li, which in monkeys drive either no IPS region (3/5 subjects)
r 2 regions (2/5 subjects).

.4. Human IPS: central/peripheral organization and
hape sensitivity

In the control experiments of the Claeys et al. (2003) study we
bserved that, somewhat counter-intuitively the motion response
f the IPS regions differed for stimuli presented in the center
nd 5◦ into the periphery of the visual field. Since this might
rovide a means to further differentiate the IPS motion sensi-
ive regions, we investigated this issue in five experiments. In
xperiment 1 we compared motion responses (defined as MR
ignal change induced by motion compared to that induced by
static control stimulus) evoked by random dot patterns pre-

ented either in the center of the visual field or 5◦ into the
eft or right visual field (Fig. 5A). A random effects analysis
ielded significant (P < 0.0001 uncorrected) motion activation
f DIPSM and DIPSA by the central stimulus and a significant
otion activation of POIPS by the peripheral stimuli (Fig. 5B

nd C, Table 2). Other regions including hMT/V5+ and VIPS
ere activated by both stimuli. In experiment 2 we generalized

his finding to peripheral stimuli positioned on the horizontal,
nd on the upper and lower vertical meridians (VM). The motion
ctivation of DIPSA and DIPSM by the central stimulus was
uch more extensive than that by any of the peripheral stimuli

compare Fig. 5F with G–I). This was confirmed by exclusive
asking of the central response by all three peripheral responses
Fig. 5J).
In a third experiment, we explored the motion response to

ultiple positions on the HM (Fig. 6). Since the most conspic-
ous change in the first two experiments (Fig. 5) was the extent

f
c
m
t

able 2
ctivation sites involved in central or peripheral lower-order visual motion processin

egion Right VF

x y z

A) Central
1. hV3A −30 −93 3
2. LG −21 −93 −12
3. hMT/V5+ −48 −75 −3
4. LOS −39 −78 −3
5. VIPS −27 −84 30
6. DIPSM −30 −60 57
7. DIPSA −36 −51 63

B) Peripheral
8. hV3A −33 −87 12
9. LG −15 −84 −12
10. contra hMT/V5+ −51 −75 −3
11. ipsi hMT/V5+ 48 −66 3
12. VIPS −24 −81 24
13. POIPS −18 −81 45

ontra, contralateral; DIPSA, dorsal intraparietal sulcus anterior; DIPSM, dorsal int
uman visual area 3A; ipsi, ipsilateral; LG, lingual gyrus; LOS, lateral occipital sulcu
ntraparietal sulcus.

* All activation sites in random-effects analysis at Puncorrected < 0.0001 and at Punco
ogia 44 (2006) 2647–2667

f activation, we expressed the motion response by its extent,
efined as the number of significant voxels, specifically respond-
ng to motion at one of three eccentricities. The resulting curve
Fig. 6) confirms that DIPSA and DIPSM indeed represent only
he central visual field, POIPS only peripheral positions, while
IPS exhibits a bimodal curve. It is worth noting that in V1 the
umber of motion sensitive voxels did not vary with eccentric-
ty indicating that the changes in stimulus sizes compensated for
he difference in magnification in this area, in agreement with
he values derived for human V1 by Sereno et al. (1995). This
eans that DIPSA and DIPSM over represent central vision to
larger degree than V1! To control for possible effects of atten-

ion and interactions between hemifields, we carried out a fourth
xperiment with stimuli restricted to one field while the subjects
etected a dimming in a portion of the stimulus (Fig. 7). Results
ere only qualitatively similar to those of experiment 3. Using

he V1 activation as a reference to compare experiments 3 and
quantitatively, DIPSA, DIPSM and POIPS activations are less

xtensive, while those of VIPS and V3A are more extensive
n experiment 4 than in 3.These quantitative changes induced
y the attention task of experiment 4 are consistent with ear-
ier imaging and single cell studies (Bisley & Goldberg, 2003;
onstantinidis & Steinmetz, 2001; Powell & Goldberg, 2000;
ootell, Mendola, Hadjikhani, Liu, & Dale, 1998; Vandenberghe
t al., 2001) leaving the qualitative effect of eccentricity, which
as indeed very similar in the experiments 3 and 4. Furthermore,

he last experiment suggests that the effects of attention differ
etween VIPS and the other three motion sensitive regions in
uman IPS (see below).

All these experiments were performed on a 1.5 T magnet and

ull retinotopic details, such as those of V7 (Tootell et al., 1998),
ould not be observed. Very recently we have switched to a 3 T
agnet and in a fifth experiment we mapped response to cen-

ral and peripheral positions along the different meridians with

g-

Left VF

Z-score x y z Z-score

5.15 30 −93 3 4.83
5.31 21 −93 −6 5.06
5.07 51 −72 0 4.79
4.31 36 −81 −3 4.19
3.90* 30 −78 30 3.62*

4.43 24 −60 57 4.33
4.87 42 −45 57 3.62*

4.83 24 −84 18 4.49
5.02 21 −81 −18 4.88
4.55 48 −75 −3 5.35
3.54* −45 −72 3 3.90*

4.79 27 −81 33 4.20
3.98 21 −78 48 3.12*

raparietal sulcus medial; hMT/V5+, human middle temporal complex; hV3A,
s; POIPS, parieto-occipital intraparietal sulcus; VF, visual field; VIPS, ventral

rrected < 0.001.
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Fig. 6. Eccentricities represented in the IPS motion regions. (A) Stimulus configuration in experiment 3: RTP was presented centrally or at 3 eccentricities (3◦, 7◦,
13.5◦) into left and right visual field. Stimulus diameter was adapted to eccentricity. (B and C) SPMs showing the activation in right DIPSA (B) and left POIPS (C)
(both outlined in yellow), in a single subject (P < 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons) for the subtraction moving minus stationary stimuli (averaged over
all four eccentricities) exclusively masked with the same subtraction for the two most peripheral stimuli (central activation site at 1.5◦ eccentricity, upper panels) or
the two most central stimuli (peripheral activation site at 10.25◦ eccentricity, lower panels). The SPMs are projected onto individual coronal, sagittal and transversal
sections. The Talairach coordinates of the activation sites are indicated by X, Y, Z values. The color bar indicates Z-scores. (D) The number of active voxels (P < 0.001
uncorrected, exclusive masking) for each motion processing region (see inset) is averaged across the six hemispheres of the subjects that participated in experiment 3,
and is plotted as a function of eccentricity of the stimuli. In order to ensure that the voxels were activated only by a given eccentricity rather than by that eccentricity
and possibly others as well, we used an exclusive masking procedure, in which the motion response (% change in motion condition compared to stationary condition)
t e two
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o all four positions was exclusively masked by that to two positions: either th
asking with two rather than three positions was performed to allow for ove

rocedure yielded an estimate of the number of voxels specifically responding
ositions). Error bars represent S.E.M. For other conventions and abbreviations

variety of stimuli: flickering black and white or colored dots,
oving random dots, moving random lines and static figures.

hese recent results have confirmed the overrepresentation of
entral vision in VIPS, DIPSM and DIPSA (Fig. 8). In this new
etting the location of the central field representation in hV3A,
hared with V7, as described by the Stanford group (Wandell,

a
W
d
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central positions, the two most peripheral ones or the two most extreme. The
etween the representations of neighboring positions in the visual field. This
tion at one of three eccentricities (intermediate between those of the stimulus
ig. 5.

rewer, & Dougherty, 2005), has also become clearer. Finally
IPS seems to be located directly next to the pair hV3A/V7,
n arrangement also suggested by Wade, Brewer, Rieger, and
andell (2002). This last experiment has provided further evi-

ence of specialization in the four motion sensitive IPS regions:
he central representations become gradually more specialized
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Fig. 7. Eccentricities represented in IPS regions under active conditions. (A) Stimulus configuration in experiment 4: RTP was presented centrally or at three
eccentricities in the left visual field. The pixel size was increased from 3 × 3 to 6 × 6 minarc in the two most peripheral stimuli. Also, a fixed size (25%) and randomly
positioned portion of the stimulus dimmed for 200 ms at unpredictable times (three to six times per 30 s epoch). Subjects responded within 600 ms with their right
i (n = 3
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ndex finger and were trained in this task for 1.5 h before scanning. (B) Average
otion processing region (see inset) of the right hemisphere plotted as a functio

imilarity in slope of the V1 curves in this and the preceding figure: this indicat

or motion stimuli as one moves from VIPS to DIPSM and
nally DIPSA (Fig. 8 inset), in agreement with our earlier results
Denys et al., 2004a,b).

The last data sets to become available for comparison between
he two primate species concern shape sensitivity. In a recent
tudy (Denys et al., 2004a) we showed that four human IPS
egions were involved in the processing of shape, reacting more
o the presentation of intact than scrambled images of objects.
ne of the regions overlapped with VIPS, while the three other
ere located in close proximity (slightly lateral) to the POIPS,
IPSM and DIPSA. To avoid the proliferation of new region

abels, we tentatively refer to these regions as POIPSs, DIPSMs
nd DIPSAs (Fig. 1B), the ‘s’ standing for shape. In a subse-
uent study using a similar but different set of smaller shapes
Sawamura et al., 2005) no POIPSs activation was observed

hile the DIPSMs and DIPSAs activation was comparatively
uch stronger (Fig. 1C). In both studies extensive control exper-

ments were performed to exclude the possibility that attention
ffects might explain the differences in response to intact and

r
2
l
(

) number of active voxels (P < 0.001 uncorrected, exclusive masking) for each
ccentricity in experiment 4. For other conventions see Figs. 5 and 6. Notice the
t the differences in texture grain in the stimuli of experiment 4 had little effect.

crambled object images. These control experiments in which
ubject performed a demanding task in central vision (Vanduffel
t al., 2001) have also indicated that the effects of the task differ
etween VIPS and the other IPS regions: while VIPS is hardly
ffected by the task, the activity in the three others is increased
ith the task, somewhat more for scrambled than for intact con-
itions (Fig. 9). The shape effect, however, remained significant
n all regions (Denys et al., 2004a).

.5. Monkey IPS: shape sensitivity and retinotopy

In the Denys et al. (2004a) study we compared shape sensitiv-
ty, as assessed by the effect of scrambling on greyscale images
nd drawings of objects, for humans and monkeys. Two shape
ensitive regions were observed in monkey IPS (Fig. 10A). Our

etinotopic mapping study of monkey visual regions (Fize et al.,
003) had revealed a central visual field representation in the
ateral bank of IPS. Ben Hamed, Duhamel, Bremmer, and Graf
2001) had performed a detailed single cell study and mapped
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Fig. 8. Flatmap of human right hemisphere (single subject) with retinotopic regions and central visual field representations. (A) Stimuli: location (eccentricity), size
(diameter) and schematic indication of five stimulus types: back and white and colored flickering checkerboards, moving random dots and lines, and figures. (B) Part
of flatmaps containing central representations of DIPSM and DIPSA at different levels of significance indicated. (C) Flatmap of posterior part of right hemisphere
with upper and lower vertical meridians (blue and white stippled lines) and horizontal meridian (while solid lines) and central representations (black solid lines),
4.5◦ and 6.5◦ eccentricity on horizontal meridian (green and white solid lines), 4.5◦ and 6.5◦ eccentricity on lower vertical meridian (yellow and pink lines), motion
sensitive regions (blue and red outlines respectively). (D) activity profile plotting % MR signal change compared to fixation for the five types of central stimuli for
five central visual field representations: that common to V1/V2, that common to V3A and V7, and the three IPS representations. Notice the increase in selectivity for
motion along the IPS. In (C) the sulci are indicated in orange abbreviations, see Fig. 1, LOS: lateral occipital sulcus. The location of the fourth IPS region, POIPS,
is estimated from its coordinates 25, −75, 45 (Orban et al., 2003) and 21, −78, 48 (Table 2) and is indicated by squares surrounding crosses. Location of motion
sensitive regions (hMT/V5+ (51, −69, 3 and 54, −60, 0), STS (57, −48, 12 and 54, −51, 12), PIC (51, −30, 21 and 42, −33, 21)) and the higher order motion
region in IPL (HM-IPL, 63, −36, 30) estimated from their Talairach coordinates in Orban et al. (2003), Claeys et al. (2003), Peuskens et al. (2004, 2005), location of
putative human homologues of AIP (40, −42, 38, Binkofski et al., 1999; Grefkes et al., 2002) and PRR (1, −74, 38, Connolly et al., 2003) and human homologue
of LIP (19, −63, 49, Koyama et al., 2004) and V6 (estimated from Dechent and Frahm (2003)), as well as regions involved in reorienting (53, −49, 30 and 57, −45,
12) and maintenance of attention (52, −51, 30 and 54, −60, 33) are indicated by circles surrounding dots. Notice that panel B indicates that changes in threshold,
while increasing the absolute extent of activation (number of activated voxels) do not alter their relative sizes for different eccentricities, supporting the procedure
used in Figs. 6 and 7.
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ig. 9. Activity profiles plotting % MR signal change, compared to fixation, for
nd SL) of four human IPS regions (A–D) and two monkey IPS regions (E and
green columns). From Denys et al. (2004a).

central representation in the anterior part of LIP. This was the
ationale for labeling the shape sensitive region located at that
nterior level in IPS as LIP (Denys et al., 2004a). Single cell
tudies have also indicated that a fraction of LIP neurons are
elective for shape (Sereno & Maunsell, 1998). The more pos-
erior shape sensitive region, located near the IPS fundus was

entatively labeled pIPS as it did not clearly match any of the ear-
ier descriptions (Van Essen, 2004). The subsequent Sawamura
t al. (2005) study confirmed the shape sensitivity of the LIP
egion (Fig. 10B) but no shape effect was observed at the level

a
i
F
i

t greyscale images (G) and drawings (L) and their scrambled counterparts (SG
hen subjects are passive (white columns) or performing a difficult acuity task

f pIPS, in analogy with what has been observed for human
OIPSs (Fig. 1C). As for human subjects, control experiments
ere performed in which the monkeys had to detect the unex-
ected change in the orientation of a small central bar (Vanduffel
t al., 2001), while the shape stimuli were presented in the back-
round. In both LIP and pIPS performing the task increased

ctivation (relative to fixation baseline condition), again more
n the scrambled than in the intact conditions (Fig. 9E and F).
urthermore, in pIPS the task effect was stronger for the draw-

ngs than the greyscale figures, probably reflecting an interaction
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Fig. 10. Flatmaps of posterior part of left monkey hemisphere indicating shape sensitive regions. SPMs plotting voxels significantly more active (P < 0.05 corrected)
for intact than scrambled images of objects (A) and for intact vs. phase scrambled small shapes (B). Same stimuli as in Fig. 1B and C. Data from Denys et al.
(2004a,b) (A) and Sawamura et al. (2005). White solid and stippled lines: horizontal and vertical meridians, black dotted lines and stars: central representation. In
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A) retinotopic regions are in blue, shape sensitive regions in black and sulci in g
A) and numbers label local maxima of shape sensitivity. STS: superior tempor
ulcus, POS: parieto-occipital sulcus, IPS: intraparietal sulcus, LaS lateral sulcu

f task with the background stimuli: the little bar is more difficult
o discriminate on a background of lines than grayscale figures.
hus shape sensitivity also reveals differences between the two
pecies: three or four shape sensitive regions, depending on the
timuli, in humans versus one or two regions in the monkey.

Finally, subsequent experiments in which the Fize et al.
2003) data were reanalyzed with a new template and additional
onkeys were mapped confirmed the representation of central

isual field at the level of the anterior third of the lateral bank
f IPS. This group (M3, M5, M11) study also revealed that the
art of IPS posterior to this central representation is devoted to
eripheral vision. Thus monkey IPS contains one representation
f central vision (anterior LIP), human IPS three (VIPS, DIPSM
nd DIPSA).

. Discussion

.1. Pittfalls of human–monkey fMRI comparisons

Studies in which BOLD and MION measurements are com-
ared in the same subjects have shown that the use of the contrast
gent improved the contrast-noise ratio (by approximately five-
old) compared to blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)
easurements (Leite et al., 2002; Vanduffel et al., 2001).
ecause the MR signals obtained with MION and BOLD show
different relationship with vessel diameter, MION MR signals,
nlike BOLD are more confined to the parenchym than to the

uperficial draining veins. This feature improves the resolution
f the SPM statistical landscape and allows better detection of
eparate local maxima (see Fig. 3 in Vanduffel et al. (2001)).

third advantage of MION is the high contrast of the func-

i
i
t
a

In (B) sulci are in green, blue lines are the outlines of shape sensitive regions in
us, OTS: occipito-temporal sulcus, IOS inferior occipital sulcus, LuS lumnate

ional raw images which favors the registration of functional and
natomical images (Nelissen, Luppino, Vanduffel, Rizzolatti, &
rban, 2005). The smaller voxels size used in the monkey com-
ared to human fMRI is offset partially by the greater sensitivity
f MION measurements, hence the signal changes in homolo-
ous areas such as V1 remain stronger in the monkey (Denys et
l., 2004b). The strength of the MION signals is also the ratio-
ale for using fewer monkey than human subjects in a given
tudy. There are several additional differences between humans
nd monkeys in the MR measurement and postprocessing, that
o beyond the scope of the present review, but are detailed in
rban et al. (2004).
The stimuli used in the same species are generally extremely

imilar as we compensate for the difference in the distance to
he screen. Monkey subjects like humans are awake and possible
ifferences in attention are minimized by the use of the control
ask.

.2. The relationship between monkey and human IPS: a
ypothesis

.2.1. Difficulties inherent to inter-species comparisons
Before the advent of monkey fMRI a number of human

egions have been proposed as homologues of monkey cor-
ical areas, based on the single cell properties in these areas
for review of Culham et al., this issue, Grefkes & Fink 2005).
his is a very difficult enterprise for several reasons. First it
s difficult to predict the magnitude of the fMRI signal, track-
ng the average activity of millions of neurons, on the basis of
he selectivity of a few hundred neurons recorded in a cortical
rea. Furthermore, imaging requires a control condition, which
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etermines the results as much as the experimental condition and
hich usually has not been investigated in the single cell studies.
inally, this extrapolation from single cell studies in monkeys

o human imaging, assumes that no additional monkey cortical
rea has the same characteristics, so that these can uniquely iden-
ify a human counterpart. The identification of human MT/V5+
Dupont, Orban, De Bruyn, Verbruggen, & Mortelmans, 1994;
ootell et al., 1995; Zeki et al., 1991) is the most successful
xample of this strategy to date, as it is generally accepted in the
iterature. But even in this case the identification has actually
ailed so far at the areal level, since there is general agreement
hat the motion activation site in human inferior temporal sul-
us (ITS), referred to as hMT/V5+, corresponds to the monkey
T/V5 complex, which includes at least four areas (MT/V5,
STd, MSTv, FST). Thus the homology is established at the

evel of the complex, not at the level of the individual areas
Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk, Dougherty, & Heeger, 2002), a sit-
ation that probably will occur frequently (Orban et al., 2004).
ther attempts have been less successful than MT/V5: the homo-

ogue of V4 is in debate (Orban et al., 2004; Wandell et al., 2005)
nd the identification of human FEF has been long contested
Tehovnik, Sommer, Chou, Slocum, & Schiller, 2000). This lat-
er debate has recently been settled by a parallel fMRI study in
umans and awake monkeys (Koyama et al., 2004). Clearly such
arallel studies are the only way forward since they remove at
east one unknown: how to translate the single cell properties
bserved in a cortical area into an fMRI signature. They also
ddress to some extent the issue of the uniqueness of the fMRI
ignature.

.2.2. Human homologue of LIP?
We believe that the data reviewed here, together with the

ecent study of Koyama et al. (2004) and Baker, Patel, Corbetta,
nd Snyder (2005), allow us to identify the human homologue of
onkey LIP. Before doing so we must return to the question of

he fMRI signature of monkey LIP. In many neurophysiological
nd anatomical studies (Lewis & Van Essen, 2000; Mazzoni,
racewell, Barash, & Andersen, 1996) LIP is rather extended

n its anterior-posterior dimension, exceeding the distance of
mm between what we have referred to as ‘LIP’ and pIPS in

he Denys et al. (2004a) study. We therefore propose that in
act both ‘LIP’ and pIPS observed in the fMRI shape sensitivity
ests (Fig. 10A) are part of LIP complex as defined in the inva-
ive studies. The term ‘LIP complex’ may well be in order since
ur fMRI suggests a rostro-caudal division (‘LIP’ and pIPS),
hile anatomical studies have suggested a dorso-ventral division

LIPd and LIPv, Lewis & Van Essen, 2000). This identification
f the LIP complex is supported by our recent observation that
oth ‘LIP’ and pIPS are activated by saccades compared to a
isual control (Wardak, Vanduffel, & Orban, 2005). Koyama
t al. (2004) obtained the strongest eye-movement-related acti-
ation with clear contraversive selectivity in dorsal LIP of the
onkey and in a human region labeled post SPL. This latter
egion, defined by its coordinates (x, y, z) is projected onto the
at map of Fig. 8 and labeled hLIP. The Koyama et al. (2004)
bservation as such is insufficient to unambiguously identify the
IP homologue since in that study several human and monkey

L
r
n
c

ogia 44 (2006) 2647–2667

egions in the neighborhood of LIPd and post SPL had simi-
ar properties. The hLIP of Koyama et al. (2004), however, lies
ust caudal to DIPSM (and DIPSMs), the central representation
f which matches that of monkey ‘LIP’ (Fig. 10A). It also lies
ust rostral to POIPS and its shape sensitive counterpart, POIPSs
Fig. 8). The latter shares with pIPS a shape sensitivity which
isappears for the stimuli used in the Sawamura et al. (2005)
tudy (compare Figs. 1B and C with 10A and B). Thus these
hree observations together suggest that the cortex comprised
etween POIPS(s) and DIPSM(s) is the human homologue of the
onkey LIP complex. This fits with earlier suggestions by Muri

t al. (1996), Sereno, Pitzalis, and Martinez (2001) and Simon
t al. (2002). The medio-lateral separation between DIPSM and
IPSMs may then correspond to the distinction between LIP(d)

nd the more ventral LIPv or VIP.

.2.3. Putative homologues of AIP and PRR?
Fig. 8 also shows two other putative homologues of mon-

ey regions: phAIP and phPRR. Since these two homologies
re based only on indirect evidence, without the benefit of com-
ined fMRI experiments in the two species, this attribution is
ven more tentative than that of hLIP, hence the use of the label
putative homologue’. The location of phAIP is based on the
oordinates of Grefkes et al. (2002) and Binkofski et al. (1999)
nd has been replicated in a series of studies using visually
uided grasping and grasping approximations (Culham, 2004;
ulham et al., 2003; Frey, Vinton, Norlund, & Grafton, 2005;
imon et al., 2002). Its multisensory convergence (visuo-tactile)
as also been reported by Macaluso, Eimer, Frith, and Driver
2003), but it is not clear whether or not it supports the identifi-
ation as phAIP (Behrmann et al., 2004). The phPRR is based
n the coordinates of Connolly et al. (2003). Both regions are in
he appropriate location relative to hLIP, with phAIP rostral from
LIP and phPRR caudal and medial. This was not the case for
hat has been suggested as phVIP by Bremmer et al. (2001).

f we accept the phAIP location (Fig. 8), it implies that there
s a much greater distance between the human homologues of
IP and LIP than between the original regions in the monkey.
his would indicate that new cortical regions have evolved in

he interval between DIPSM and phAIP, with DIPSA being one
f them. PRR includes V6A (Andersen & Buneo, 2002), and
he human homologue of V6, neighboring V6A, has tentatively
een located dorsally to V3 (Dechent & Frahm, 2003; Pitzalis
t al., 2004). Thus most human homologues of the posterior IPS
egions in the monkey have been at least tentatively identified.

.2.4. Putative homologue of CIP?
One notable exception is the stereo selective region CIP iden-

ified in the single cell studies of the Sakata group (Taira, Tsutsui,
iang, Yara, & Sakata, 2000; Tsutsui, Sakata, Naganuma, &
aira, 2002). The recent Tsao et al. (2003) study addresses this
uestion. CIP is located in the posterior part of the lateral bank
f monkey IPS. Either it is considered to be located behind the

IP complex (Tsutsui et al., 2002) in which case it is sometimes

eferred to as the LOP zone (Lewis & Van Essen, 2000) or alter-
atively it is seen as overlapping with the posterior part of this
omplex, as suggested by comparing the location of the units and
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IPS on coronal sections (this study). Tsao et al. (2003) obtained
ctivation by stereo checkerboard stimuli in a posterior region
f monkey IPS, labeled CIPS, which they considered equivalent
o the CIP region of single cell studies. In humans they iden-
ified a region in the occipital part of IPS, dorsal to V7, with
roperties similar to CIPS, which they refer to as CPDR. Thus
he motion sensitive VIPS region might correspond to CPDR
nd hence be the homologue of monkey CIP. However, unlike
IPS in humans, it is unclear whether or not CIP in the mon-
ey is directly adjacent to V3A. A possible alternative scheme
s that CPDR, which was rather extensive (Fig. 4 in Tsao et
l. (2003)), actually corresponds to both VIPS and POIPS. In
hat scheme CIP would actually largely overlap with pIPS in
he monkey. VIPS would then be the homologue of the small
egion in the posterior IPS of the monkey positioned between
IP/pIPS and V3a. This part of monkey IPS has a typical occipi-

al architectonic pattern (Luppino, personal communication) and
ndeed VIPS has a number of characteristics that set it apart from
he three other IPS motion sensitive regions, which correspond

ore to typical parietal regions: (1) Its activity is enhanced
y attention to contralateral targets, as in extrastriate regions
Vandenberghe et al., in press and Fig. 7). (2) We have seen that
he effect of the acuity task in VIPS differed from that in the other
hree IPS motion sensitive regions (Fig. 9). VIPS would then
elong to this set of dorsal occipital regions that includes V3A,
6, MT/V5 (and possibly V7). These areas are located both
eographically and hierarchically between the early retinotopic
egions (V1–4) and the parietal regions, and act as gateways to
he parietal regions. Like the early retinotopic regions, and the

ore ventral extrastriate regions, they are modulated by spatial
ttention.

.3. The PPC ProtoMap as a principle for organizing data
nterpretation: locating attention effects

Once a proto-map of human PPC is available it becomes a
elpful guide for interpretation of the human imaging data. It
rovides a reference for the localization of the activation sites
nd may help in interpreting the activation sites, because links
ith single cell studies can be established with some degree of

ertainty. To illustrate this we will use attention as an example
nd localize some of the dissociations described in Section 1.

first distinction is that between endogenous control of atten-
ion and reorienting to targets appearing at unattended locations
Corbetta et al., 2000). Endogenous control, including shifts of
patial and maintenance of up to 7 s, activates two sites included
n the human homologue of the LIP complex (close to the hLIP
n Fig. 8). Reorienting involves more ventral regions at the TPJ
unction (IPL and STG), indicated as reorienting 1 and 2 in Fig. 8.

second distinction exists between shifts in spatial attention
nd maintenance of attention in a fixed position. According to
andenberghe et al. (2001) shifts in attention activate the SPL,

ust medial of hLIP in Fig. 8. This fits the overlap between covert

nd overt shifts documented in this and a host of other studies
Beauchamp et al., 2001; Corbetta et al., 1998; Perry & Zeki,
000). Subsequent studies have implicated this region not only
n spatial shifts of attention but also in shifts of attention between

k
t
s
l
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bjects and even between features (Yantis & Serences 2003). In
he Vandenberghe et al. (2001) study, maintaining attention for
0 s activated much more ventral regions located in the angular
yrus of IPL (maintenance 1 and 2 in Fig. 8), caudal to the higher
rder motion region (HM-IPL, Claeys et al., 2003), and dorsal
o the reorienting sites. Thus the PPC proto map allows one to
eport coherently the different attention effects.

.4. New functional properties or new areas?

.4.1. Posterior IPS
The schema presented above suggests that the part of human

PS posterior to DIPSM follows relatively closely the general
rimate plan, also present in the old world monkey. Yet even
n this part of IPS functional properties differ between species.
ne possible origin of these functional differences is a change

n the properties of the afferent areas. It is well established that
3A projects into the IPS (Nakamura et al., 2001). In humans

his area acquires new properties, specifically motion, 3D SFM
nd shape sensitivity (Denys et al., 2004a; Vanduffel et al., 2001,
002). It also seems to emphasize central vision more in humans
han in the monkey (Wandell et al., 2005, present report). Thus
he projection from V3A may then simply transmit these prop-
rties to its target regions, such as VIPS and DIPSM. Thus
he motion sensitivity of DIPSM must not necessarily be inter-
reted as an indication that DIPSM derives from VIP, it may
ell derive from LIP and have acquired motion sensitivity from

ts afferents. It has recently been suggested that V6 and MT/V5
re the sources of two parallel pathways through monkey PPC
Rizzolatti & Matelli, 2003). We suggest that V3A plays a sim-
lar role, at least in humans, giving rise to multiple pathways
hrough human PPC. The function of this ‘new’ pathway would
e to inject motion signals related to the central visual field into
he IPS.

.4.2. Anterior IPS
On the other hand, the part of human IPS anterior to hLIP,

ut posterior to phAIP, seems to be evolutionarily new to a large
egree, a conclusion also reached by Simon et al. (2002). It is
hus likely that central representation in DIPSA originates from

duplication of the anterior part of LIP (or the posterior part
f AIP). Therefore, the three central representations in human
PS would each have a different origin. That in DIPSM might
orrespond to that in anterior LIP of the monkey; that in VIPS
ight arise from the new properties of its afferents from hV3A,
hile that in DIPSA would have appeared by duplication of the

entral representation in monkey LIP/AIP. At present, this is
nly a hypothesis, but one that can be tested by further parallel
maging studies in humans and monkeys.

The large expanse of IPS devote to central vision is con-
istent with the increased use of tools in humans (Forsssberg,
999), a change we initially suggested for the differences in
otion and 3D SFDM sensitivity between human and mon-
ey cortex (Vanduffel et al., 2002). Indeed it has been reported
hat in humans, manipulation is accompanied by systematic
accades, in such a way that the next target to be manipu-
ated is fixated ahead of time (Johansson et al., 2001). This
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xation strategy provides a spatial reference point for hand
ovements and movements of objects in hand. Thus, dur-

ng manipulation humans operate with a functional fovea that
as been estimated to be 2.5◦ in diameter (Terao, Andersson,
lanagan, & Johansson, 2002), in good agreement with the part
f the visual field over represented in human IPS. It is unlikely
hat this overrepresentation subserves eye-hand coordination
n the classical sense, which is achieved by a common eye-
entered reference frame used in LIP and PRR (Andersen &
uneo, 2002), controlling saccades and reaching, respectively.
his computational strategy, realized in posterior IPS, is evo-

utionary old and common to monkeys and humans. On the
ther hand, the saccadic marking of targets in manipulation,
ogether with the over-representation in human PPC might be
een as a means by which an eye-centered frame could also be
sed for manipulatory hand movements. But this eye-centered
rame would have an expanded central representation which
llows very detailed analysis of the object to be manipulated
long many dimensions such as size, 3D orientation, 2D and
D shape, etc. providing very sophisticated control of manip-
lation (Johansson et al., 2001). Furthermore, Andersen and
uneo (2002) have suggested that one can convert eye coor-
inates in a direct way to limb coordinates if the hand is visible.
uch a scheme would be very helpful when both hands are
sed for manipulation, or by extension, for the use of a coor-
inate frame attached to a tool. Thus an eye centered coordinate
rame would also be advantageous for manipulation of objects
nd tools. The present data and their interpretation suggest that
his is implemented in anterior IPS and greatly enhanced in
umans.

. Conclusion

The PPC links vision to action and hence parietal areas
ay differ with regard to the visual features analyzed or the

ypes of body movements controlled. An increased number
f cortical parietal regions in humans may be devoted either
o control a wider range of body movements or to provide a

ore detailed analysis of the visual input. The present results
upport at least the later interpretation and indicate the sig-
ificance of moving images in the visual input to human
PC. This reflects the increased significance of moving objects
r objects with moving parts typical of tool handing and
abrication.
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